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Tien Shan
During the year two new routes were climbed in the accessible Ala-Archa
area of the Kyrgyz range. On 7 January 2007 Sergey Dashkevich and Vitaliy
Akimov completed the first ascent of a new 300m SA rock route on the left
part of the west face of Baichechekey (4S1Sm). The route is immediately
right of the 1977 Kuzmenko route. On 16 September, Ivan Pugachev and
Vitaliy Chepelenko completed a new 4B route on the central buttress of the
east face of Pik Boks (4242m). The route is to the right of the existing 3B
Balykina route. They climbed the route in a IS-hour push.

In the Western Kokshaal-Too, a strong Russian team, including
Alexander Odintsov, Mikhail Mikhailov and Alexander Ruchkin, succeeded
in making the first ascent of the main east or south-east face of Kyzyl Asker
(S482m). They reached the summit on 13 September, having started on
the 5th, two days after a helicopter drop close to the face. They encountered
bad weather and some difficult climbing on the face, which slowed them at
one point to three pitches in 15 hours. A few valleys further east, in August,
British climbers Stuart Howard and Dave Swinburne made ascents from
the Malitskovo glacier of peaks 4975m and 5055m. Their plans on higher
peaks were thwarted by repeated snowfall and warm temperatures.

Climbers explored several little-known ranges within Kyrgyzstan. In
summer 2007, the ash-based team of Katya Ananyeva, Drnitry Martynenko
and Dmitry Shapovalov investigated the Jamantau range north-east of
Naryn, from the road end at Jergetal village. Their main ascents were of
Chontash East (4553m) at Russian 3A, Kramen (435lm) by its 500m rocky
west ridge with one pitch of 5.9, and Ak-Jaman (4488m) via 60-70° ice.
From this area they walked 50km south via the Arpa valley to.reach the
Torugart-Too range, close to the Chinese border. Here they reached several
summits of 4800-4900m in height, on friable schist, before making an epic
raft-assisted exit across the Kulun Lake.

In September 2007, Pat Littlejohn's ISM team, with Vladimir Komissarov,
Barney Harford, Max Gough, Leif Iversen, Helen Griffin and Peter Mounsey,
visited the higher part of the Torugart-Too range, not far from the Torugart
Pass road into Xinjiang. From the Teke-Lutor glacier, members of the
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party made ascents of Piks Helen (471Om) (AD+ via W slopes to S col),
Shumkar (4925m) (PD via NW flank to N col), and Bars (4800m) (PD+
via NE col). They gave the latter its name (meaning Snow Leopard) as
they followed leopard tracks right to the summit. Littlejohn and Harford
climbed the highest peak in the area, Mustyr ('Ice Pasture', 5108m), via a
couloir on the west side to the south ridge at AD. The final peak climbed
by the group was Kumay (4830m) from the north-west, following which
they moved to the At Bashi range south of Naryn. Here they climbed Inek
(4560m) and the attractive Topoztor (4600m) via the west flank to the
summit dome.

Pamir Alai
Valeri Shamalo's St Petersburg team of Galina Chibitok, Dmitry Krasnov,
Rustem Nagaev and Dmitry Polenov followed up their recent success on
K2 with a winter ascent of the Voronov route on the l200m north-west face
of Pik 4810, above the Kara-Su valley. They reached the summit on 14
March 2008. Meanwhile, Alexanaer Korobkov's Ekaterinburg team of
Sergey Dashkevich, Kirill Litvinov and Sergey Timofeev climbed the 6B
Kritsunka route a little further left on the same face. They started the route
on 22 February 2008 and reached the summit on 6 March.

Pamir
In July 2007, 19 inner city pupils from King Edward VII School in Sheffield
undertook an expedition to the Kinchine Kurumdy glacier region of the
north-east Pamir. The group were led by Adventureworks staff and AC
member Paul Donovan plus Bill Beynon and KES staff Marc Badham,
Neil Battersby, Mat Galvin and Mel Scholes. The group claimed four first
British 4000m ascents, of which three were first ascents. They named the
peaks Keseven (Facile, 4040m), Singing Peak (Facile, 4276m), Copper Top
(4003m) and Pen Eira Fawr (Facile, 4353m). Details are available in the
AC library.

On Pik Kommunisma (Ismail Somoni, 7495m), in August, a six-strong
Russian team from Alpclub MAl climbed the impressive south-west face.
Starting on the 1968 Myslovskiy route, they exited onto the south ridge via
the 1970 Onishchenko route. They were unable to continue to the summit.

In the Shakhdar range in the south-west Pamir, on Pik Engels (6510m),
a St Petersburg team led by Rustem Nagaev climbed a serious 6B face route
as part of the high-altitude technical class of the Russian climbing
championships. They reached the summit on 15 August. In the same range,
in March 2008, a helicopter crashed in the Ghund valley, east of Khorog.
The helicopter was transporting 11 climbers; the pilot lost his life in the
crash.
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170. West side of Mustyr ('Ice Pasture', 51 08m), Torugart-Too range.
(Barney Harford)

Crimea
On Pik Aya, on 6-7 May 2007 Sverdlovsk climbers Sergey Aleksandrovich
and Evgeniy Novoseltsev climbed a new route Blik at 6A VI A4 and 540m,
taking the overhangs on the right part of the main south-west face. The
route starts right of the route Vorota and finishes to its left.
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